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Abstract. Thispaper proposes a method for raindrop measurement based on image processing using 2D double 

density dual tree DWT.Concept which make this project  is to use a technique apart from disdrometer to abstract 

parameter values such as drop size from image.Trasform technique 2D double density dual tree DWT which is 

also know as framelet transform is four time as expansive compared to simple discrete signal.In Propsed method 

images are captured through experimental setup using two cameras with advanced features, in such a way that 

both captured images have same central point. Captured images are decomposed into two low frequency 

components and sixteen high frequency components using 2D double density dual tree transform. These 

components are fused together employing maximum selection fusion technique. Inverse transform is applied and 

then Iterative segmentation is carried out on fused image to get results in the form of relative bias, maximum 

drop size, minimum drop size, number of raindrops in a given image. 

Keywords: Raindrop analysis,DWT, image processing,double density dual tree transform, threshold Iterative 

segmentation. 

1 Introduction  

Every year rain blesses planet earth with life. Rainfall differs from year to year and region to region. In tropical 

countries like India, diversity has been observed in rainfall. Rain, also known as monsoon in India, impacts 

elements like soil erosion, weather forecast, telecommunication networks, etc. Previous work proposed for 

rainfall measurement include traditional techniques such as stain methods, flour pellet method and oil immersion 

method, whereas modern techniques include acoustic disdrometer and optical disdrometer[1]. Main focus of 

previous work performed was on disdrometers. This paper performs raindrop size estimation by using 2D double 

density dual tree DWT. 

Disdrometer is an instrument designed to capture rain in all its forms such as drizzle or heavy rain. One of the 

techniques under optical disdrometer is optical imaging. Two cameras are aligned in such a way that they capture 

images at the same time covering same region. While capturing images, the background should be dark so that 

every small raindrop is visible and distinguishable from the others. 

Further part of the paper deals with DWT. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) can be used in various fields such 

as steganography, biomedical applications and image processing. DWT is a function which samples given signal 

discretely. DWT for continuous signal x(t) is given as follow: 

 

DWT(p, q) =               
  

  
                                                                 (1)    

where  Ψ p, q  is wavelet function  

 

DWT for discrete signal       is as follows: 

DWT(p, q)= 
 

  
        

    
   

 

  
                                                                                                                        (2) 

 

To obtain DWT, signal    

………………….passes through series of high pass and low pass filters. These filters are known as filter banks. 
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A variant of DWT, which is known as 2D DWT        is a single scaling function. 

 

                                                                          (3) 

 

This transform was further enhanced into member of over-complete family of DWT, which is known as 2D 

double density dual tree DWT. This transform is four times as expansive compared to DWT. Two over-complete 

transforms such as Dual tree DWT and Double density are combined together to sample the given data. 

Equation for dual tree is given as follows: 

It is obtained by DWT which outputs Hilbert transform pair 

 

                                                                       (4) 

Equation for double density is given as follows: 

This includes a single scaling function      and two wavelets      and      , where one wavelet is offset from 

another wavelet by half its value. Integer value of one wavelet is between the integer values of other wavelet. 

 

                                                                         (5) 

 

                                                                               (6) 

 

                       , i=1,2,…                                                         (7) 

 

Where,     is low pass filter bank and      high pass filter bank. 

1.1 Literature Survey 

Kai Xie et al. [2] carried out an experiment in China, where rain drop size distribution and velocity of raindrop 

were measured using parsivel - EF disdrometer. Kai xie et al., not stopping at said result, extended the experiment 

to obtain raindrop size distribution spectrum. Kai Xie obtained results in the form of values such as ,maximum 

raindrop diameter and peak value of raindrop size distribution. Kai observed that, as region changes, statistical 

properties of rain change. 

Chen et al. [3] has proposed a technique for tracking and modeling of raindrop to predict rain attenuation. Chen’s 

work is based on improvement of disdrometer technique by applying data processing to it. A new image 

processing technique is proposed by Chen, which involves capturing image using CCD camera to calculate 

parameters of rain such as rain rate, rain accumulation, raindrop size distribution and raindrop velocity 

distribution. Threshold segmentation method used by Chen removes noises present in an image. Instead of 

assessing single image for analysis, two consecutive frames of same image are assessed. Lam et al. [4] has 

performed raindrop analysis in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia using Joss and Waldvogel disdrometer.  

              Fig.1.  Filter Analysis for Discrete Wavelet Transform 
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Drop size distribution data was collected and then analyzed to figure out the pattern of rain and maximum 

attenuation obtained by rain in Malaysia. Lam has performed this experiment to investigate raindrop size 

distribution in tropical and equatorial regions. 

2 Double Density Dual Tree Discrete Wavelet Transform 

This paper is divided into two sections. First section deals with capturing image through digital imaging technique 

employed under optical disdrometer. To the best of my knowledge and study, raindrop analysis, till date, is 

performed by disdrometer. This paper explores new technique of raindrop analysis, output of which resembles 

disdrometer output. The technique proposed in this paper is based on image processing. To be precise, it is based 

on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) concept of image processing. Image processing is wide area of work 

where different algorithms are available, which can be applied for the given problem statement. 

The experimental setup to capture images of rain was setup at Regional Meteorological Centre, Mumbai. Two 

DSLR cameras were fixed with certain angle so that the captured images have same central point. Sample images 

taken from DSLR were categorized as left focus images and right focus images. As the name suggests, left focus 

image is obtained from left angled camera and right focus image is obtained from right angled camera, such that 

both images have same central point. 

 

 

      Fig.2. Right Focused Image      Fig.3. Left Focused Image 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .4. Block Diagram of Raindrop analysis 
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2.1 Pre-processing 

Unprocessed images are first subjected to various stages involved in pre-processing. These steps include the 

following: 

 
 RGB to gray: Even though for experiment purpose data has been analyzed on small scale for real time 

application like video screening, a large amount of data is required to be processed. To reduce the amount 

of processing, multi-chrome images are converted to gray-scale, so that analysis will be performed on ¼ 

of the data since ¾ of the data that includes the chrome component (RGB) is removed. 

 

 Filtering: Filters are used to separate detailed components and approximate components of the 

wavelet[5]. Median Filter in image processing removes noise from the image. Window of pixels is 

selected, so that the filter moves from pixel to pixel, sorting them in numerical order. From this window 

of pixels, the median is selected i.e. pixel from middle. 

 

. 

 

3 Proposed System  

Dual tree Double density DWT uses iterative filter bank designed by Ivan et al. [6]. Filter bank of two over 

sampled DWT which run in parallel are combined together such that they run in iteration. 

In double density DWT there are two wavelet function s eq.(5) and one scaling function eq.(6) 

To design filters, the equations are modified as 

 

                                                                    (8) 

Two wavelets functions are offset from each other by half the integer factor 

 

                                                           (9) 

         is similarly defined. In dual density DWT, two wavelet functions should form Hilbert transform pair from 

eq.(4) 

                                                         (10) 

                                                         (11) 

The design of filter constructed by Ivan et al. [6] is based on the following conditions: 

1) Filters have perfect reconstruction property. 

2) Filters have approximate Hilbert transform pair. 

3) Vanishing moment specified for filters should be achieved. 

4) Filters made up of short support. 

 

Z transform for       and       are denoted by       and       

 

                                                             (12) 

where      is similarly defined. Frequency response is denoted by 

 

    
                       

                                           (13) 

where    
    is similarly defined. Perfect reconstruction is defined as [10] 

 

                             Fig.5. Median Filter 
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 when filters have finite impulse response                , can reconstruct                 

 when output(DWT) = Input(DWT) and            ,             where              are called 

as conjugate mirror filters [9]. 

Perfect Reconstruction conditions for double density dual tree filters given by Ivan et al. [6] are as 

follows: 

 

      
 
                                                   (14)

  

      
 
                                                    (15) 

where         is similarly defined. Scaling and wavelet functions for filter banks are as follows: 

 

                                                                     (16) 

                                                               (17) 

                                                               (18) 

where     ,       ,       are similarly defined.By applying Fourier transform for eq.16 to 18 we get following 

 

                                                                   (19) 

                                                                              (20) 

 

To build Hilbert transform pair, 

 

                                       

 

This implies that, 

           
               

             
                                       (21) 

Where          is similarly defined. The zero vanishing condition is 

                                                                            (22) 

 

Ivan finally proposed following filter banks  

 

                                                               (23) 

                                                                      (24) 

                                                                      (25) 

where      is similarly defined with  i=0,1,2. As well as 

                                                            (26) 

                                                                   (27) 

                                                                   (28) 

where       is similarly defined with i=0,1,2 and 

       
  

 
  

   

         
                                          (29) 

             
  

 
                                                (30) 

Next step in the process of raindrop analysis is fusing two transformed images together. For this, the technique 

used is maximum selection fusion rule [9]. From two images to be fused together, same pixel from both images 

having maximum intensity is selected and retained in the fused image. 

Fusion algorithm gives output as a fused image which is then given as an input to the iterative threshold 

segmentation algorithm. This method is also known as Otsu’s method [7]. Otsu’s method divides the image to be 

segmented, into two parts i.e. foreground and background. Then the intra class variances between these two parts 

are estimated. Otsu’s method explores the entire image pixel by pixel till the intra class variance hits the minimum 

value. This minimum value is considered to be the threshold value for that segmentation process. 
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Fig.6. Block Diagram of Fusion Technique 

If we consider background as    is darker than foreground    i.e.  >  thenThreshold value is given as follows 

[7]: 

          
                                                   (31) 

where 

 

  
            

            
                                                   (32) 

    

          
   ,           

                                                   (33)

        

Where K is pixel value and Class variance can be given as 

 

  
               

     

     
 
                                                    (34) 

 

where  
     is similarly defined. Final step is Inverse 2D dual tree double density, which is deployed after 

segmentation.  

 

 
 

                Fig. 7. Fused Image    Fig.8. Segmented Image 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

Most of the existing work performed on raindrop analysis is based on disdrometer. Shape of raindrop, detection of 

raindrop, analysis of rainfall on data obtained from disdrometer are some of the points that the previous work have 

already contributed in raindrop analysis domain. In this paper, a new method which inherits properties of 

disdrometer for raindrop measurement is proposed. This paper gives step by step design of raindrop analysis 

method.Propsed method uses transform technique in addition to fusion, segmentation to extract following 

properties from fused images. 
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Table 1. Raindrop Parameters 
Sr. No Parameters Using 

DDDTDWT 

Without using 

DDDTDWT 

1 Maximum drop size in mm2 6.741053 5.345593 

2 Minimum drop size in mm2 0.264000 0.264000 

3 Volume of maximum drop size 4.599053 5.744107 

4 Volume of raindrop in fused image 35.86717 30.94574 

5 Total no of rain drop  114 141 

 

Abbreviation 
 
1. DWT-  Discrete Wavelet Transform 

2. DDDTDWT - Double density Dual tree DWT 

3. DSLR-  Digital Single-Lens Reflex Camera 

4. RGB-  Red-Green-Blue 

5. ZT-   Z Transform 

6. DTFT-  Discrete-Time Fourier Transform  

7. LL-  Low-Low 

8. LH-  Low High 

9. HL-  High Low 

10. HH-  High High 

 

 

Fig.9. Raindrop Parameters-DDDTDWT V/S Spatial Transform 

Result produced using DDDTDWT shows great improvement over techniques where raindrop analysis is 

performed in spatial domain i.e. without using any transform techniques. 

 

Table 2. Fusion Parameters 

 

Sr. No Parameters Using DDDTDWT Without using 

DDDTDWT 
1 Relative Bias 0.3013 0.26 
2 Relative Variance 0.6637 0.7585 

3 Standard Deviation 6.5597 5.782 

4 Root Mean Square Error 0.7203 0.4567 

5 Percentage Residual Difference 0.0186 0.0153 

6 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 49.5556 51.5344 

7 Correlation Coefficient 0.7653 0.7497 

8 Quality Index 12.3659 11.8492 
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Fig.10. Fusion Parameters-DDDTDWT V/S Spatial Transform 

As shown in graph DDDTDWT gives large improvement over spatial domain implementation of raindrop 

measurement technique in both raindrop parameters and fusion parameters. 
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